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If .“i is a family of sets, its intersection graph has the sets in Y as vertices and an edge between 
two sets if and only if they overlap. This paper investigates the concept of boxicity of a graph 
G, the smallest n such that G is the intersection graph of boxes in Euclidean n-space. The boxicity, 
b(G), was introduced by Roberts in 1969 and has since been studied by Cohen, Gabai, and 
Trotter. The concept has applications to niche overlap (competition) in ecology and to problems 
of fleet maintenance in operations research. These applications will be described briefly. While the 
problem of computing boxicity is in general a difficult problem (it is NP-complete), this paper 
develops techniques for computing boxicity which give useful bounds. They are based on the 
simple observation that b(G) 5 k if and only if there is an edge covering of d by spanning 
subgraphs of G, each of which is a cointerval graph, the complement of an interval graph (a graph 
of boxicity 5 1.). 
1. Definitions and applications 
The notion of boxicity of a graph’ was introduced by Roberts [18] and has since 
been studied by Cohen [l, 21, Gabai [8], Roberts [20], and Trotter [23]. It has 
applications to problems of niche overlap (competition) in ecology, and to fleet 
maintenance problems in operations research. We describe these problems briefly 
below. In this paper, we present a technique for computing boxicity and exploit it 
to obtain both explicit formulas for the boxicity of special graphs and lower and 
upper bounds on boxicity. 
Let B be a family of sets. The intersection graph of 9 has the sets in Y as vertices 
and an edge between two sets if and only if the sets have a nonempty intersection. 
* This work was partially supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant number 
AFOSR-80-0196 to Rutgers University. 
’ We adopt the graph-theoretical notation and terminology of Roberts [19,21]. Any terms not defined 
there can be found in Harary [13]. 
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An interval graph is an intersection graph of a family of intervals (closed, open, or 
half-open) on the real line. Interval graphs have been characterized by Lekkerkerker 
and Boland [16], Gilmore and Hoffman [9], and Fulkerson and Gross [7]. They 
have a large number of applications, to such fields as genetics, computer science, 
transportation, seriation, and measurement. See Roberts [19,21] and Golumbic [lo] 
for surveys of these applications, and see Hanlon [ 121, Kabell [14], Kambayashi 
[15], and Skrien [22] for recent results on interval graphs. 
A box in Euclidean n-space is a generalized rectangle with sides parallel to the 
coordinate axes. Roberts [ 181 shows that every graph G is the intersection graph of 
boxes in n-space for sufficiently large n, and defines the boxicity of G, b(G), to be 
the smallest such n. Note that b(G) 5 1 if and only if G is an interval graph. By con- 
vention, b(G) = 0 if and only if G is a complete graph (we think of a box in O-space 
as a point). 
Roberts [ 181 shows that every graph of n vertices has boxicity at most L+n J , and 
that this bound is sharp. Trotter [23] obtains a characterization of all graphs of n 
vertices with boxicity L+nJ. We return to both of these results below. Gabai [8] 
presents a number of bounds on boxicity. However, in general, it remains an open 
question to find methods for computing b(G) and, for all n > 1, it also remains an 
open question to find a characterization of graphs with b(G)r n. Cozzens [3,4] 
shows that in general, computation of boxicity will be difficult, by showing that the 
determination of b(G) is an NP-complete problem. She also shows in [3] that there 
can be no finite forbidden subgraph characterization of the class of graphs of 
boxicity at most n. 
The concept of boxicity has applications in ecology (Cohen [l, 21, Roberts 
[19-211). The graphs of boxicity at most 2 are of interest for the fleet maintenance 
problem discussed by Opsut and Roberts [ 171, in the case where each vehicle being 
serviced is assigned a large rectangular service area in the maintenance facility. 
For these and other applications, it would be useful to have results about boxicity, 
either techniques for computing b(G) or bounds on b(G). In this paper, we present 
such results. The main observation is the simple one that b(G) can be computed by 
considering edge coverings of G by cointerval graphs, complements of interval 
graphs. This observation is made in Section 3, after cointerval graphs are studied 
in Section 2. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we obtain bounds on the boxicity of an 
arbitrary graph, making use of edge coverings of G by cointerval graphs. In Section 
6, we exploit this idea to find a variety of results on the boxicity of split graphs. 
2. Cointerval graphs 
Define a graph G to be a cointerval graph if its complement G is an interval 
graph. The forbidden subgraph characterization of interval graphs by Lekkerkerker 
and Boland [16] is readily translated into the following result about cointerval 
graphs. 
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Theorem 1 (Lekkerkerker and Boland [ 161). A graph G is a cointerval graph if and 
only if G does not contain any graph of Fig. 1 as a generared subgraph. 
An interval order is a binary relation (V, R) such that for all a, b, c, d in V, the 
following conditions hold: 
- aRa, (1) 
aRbAcRd * aRdvcRb. (2) 
edge fa,b} exists 
all n > 8 _ 
Fig. 1. Forbidden subgraphs for cointerval graphs. 
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Theorem 2 (Fishburn [5]). A graph G is a cointerval graph if and only if the edges 
of G can be oriented so that the resulting digraph defines an interval order. 
Lemma 1. If G is a cointerval graph, then G plus k isolated vertices is a cointerval 
graph. 
Proof. Let H be G plus k isolated vertices. Then A is d plus k pairwise adjacent 
focal points, where x is a focal point of a graph if x is adjacent to all vertices of 
the graph. But clearly if a graph is an interval graph, adding a focal point preserves 
this property. •i 
Suppose (u, u> is an edge of G. The (u-u) ant of G is the spanning subgraph of 
G whose edges are {u, u} and all edges of G incident to u or u. 
Lemma 2. If G is a graph and {u, v} E E(G), then the (u-v) ant of G is a cointerval 
graph. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it suffices to show that if H is the graph consisting of an edge 
{u, v} and some additional edges incident to u or to v, then H is a cointerval graph. 
We do so by orienting all edges {u, x} from u to x and all edges { y, u} from y to 
v. This orientation R of H defines an interval order. For {u, v} E E(H) implies uRv, 
so that uRx and yRu imply uRv. Theorem 2 now implies that H is cointerval. 0 
3. Coverings by cointerval graphs 
A set V of spanning subgraphs of a graph G is an edge covering of G if each edge 
of G belongs to some C of V. The next simple observation is the basis for all of 
our results. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph. Then b(G) I k if and only if there is an edge covering 
V of G such that 1 V I= k and each graph in %’ is a cointerval spanning subgraph 
of G. 
Proof. The case k = 0 is trivial because here G is complete and %’ = 0 is the desired 
edge covering of G. Thus, suppose kz 1. As Roberts [18] points out, b(G) 5 k if and 
only if G = H1 fl H,n .a. 17 Hk, where each Hi is an interval graph on the same 
vertex set V(G). Clearly this is equivalent to G having an edge covering 
U={I7r,ii,,..., fik), where each iii is a cointerval graph subgraph of G with 
vertex set V(G). 0 
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a graph. Then b(G) is the cardinality of the smallest edge 
covering of 6 by cointerval spanning subgraphs. 
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It follows that b(G) I jB 1, where B is an edge covering of G consisting of graphs, 
each of which is one of the following graphs together with isolated vertices: a clique, 
a chain of length 13, a connected graph on 4 vertices, or K(m, n), m, n 11. For 
instance, b(p5) = 2, where PS is the chain of length 5, because PS clearly has an edge 
covering by two chains, one of length 3 and one of length 2. We shall have more 
to say about upper bounds on boxicity below. 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a graph. Then b(G)r k if and only if there exist k binary 
relations R,, R2,..., Rk on V= V(G) such that (V, Ri) is an interval order for each 
i and so that 
{u,v> EE(~) H URiv or VRiu for some i. (3) 
4. Lower bounds on boxicity 
In this section, we exploit Theorem 3 to give lower bounds on b(G). 
Corollary 3.3. If Z, is the circuit of length k and Pk is the chain of length k, then 
b(&) = b(&) = rfkl for kr 4. 
Proof. The case k=4 is clear. Suppose k>4. Clearly Z, can be edge-covered by 
rfkl graphs each of which is a chain of length 3 plus isolated vertices. Thus, 
b(&)s r+kl. If Zk could be edge-covered by r+kl- 1 cointerval spanning 
subgraphs, then since k>4, at least 4 edges would have to be in one of these 
cointerval graphs. But any set of 4 edges in Z, contains two edges which are not 
incident to a common edge and no cointerval graph can contain a generated 2K,. 
We conclude that b(&) 2 f+kl. A similar proof applies to pk. 0 
Corollary 3.4. If for kr4, G contains Z, or Pk as a generated subgraph, then 
b(G) 2 r+kl. 
Proof. If H is a generated subgraph of G, b(H) 5 b(G). 0 
Since pk is a permutation graph (see Golumbic [lo] for the definition), Corollary 
3.3 shows that there exist permutation graphs of arbitrarily high boxicity. 
Corollary 3.5. If {L,, L,, . . . , L,) is the set of components of 6, then 
b(G)= f: b(l?i). 
i=l 
Proof. Suppose FZi is a minimum edge covering of Li with cointerval spanning 
subgraphs of Li. For all N in gi, let H’ be H plus vertices of all Lj, j#i, added 
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as isolated vertices. Then by Lemma 1, H’ is a cointerval spanning subgraph of 6. 
Also, if V = {H’I HE V;, some i}, then %’ is an edge covering of G and 
To show that b(G)> Cfcl b(&), suppose V is a minimum edge covering of G by 
cointerval graphs. Then +? contains an edge covering Vi of L; by cointeral graphs, 
so 1 Sfil rb(&). Next, if i#j, Vi and Vj may be taken to be disjoint. For if L, has 
no edges, then Vi may be taken to be 0 and the result is trivial. The same holds if 
Lj has no edges. If Li and Lj have edges, 
cointerval. We conclude finally that 
then %‘i fl%?’ = 0 follows since 2KK, is not 
Corollary 3.5 shows that if G has k components with edges, then b(G)? k. 
The above corollaries give us simple verifications of the boxicity for the graphs 
which enter into Trotter’s [23] classification of graphs on n vertices with boxicity 
equal to L+r J . If A, is the graph whose complement is Z, together with m - 2 dis- 
joint copies of K,, then we have 
b(A,) = b(Z5) + (m - 2)b(ZQ = 2 + (m - 2) = m = L+n J . 
Similarly, if Bk is the graph whose complement is Z, together with k-3 disjoint 
copies of K,, then 
b(B,) = b(&) + (k - 3)b(&) = 3 + (k - 3) = k = L+n]. 
These computations are much simpler than Trotter’s. 
The distance between two vertices u and v in a graph G is denoted do(u, v) or 
d(u, v) when G is understood, and is defined as the length of the shortest chain 
between u and v. If there is no chain between u and v in the graph, d(u, v) = m. The 
distance between a subgraph H of G and an edge e of G, denoted d(H, e), is defined 
to be min(d(x,y)IxEH,yEe). 
Corollary 3.6. If C? contains a graph H of Fig. 1 as a generated subgraph and an 
edge e such that dc(H, e) 2 2, then b(G) 13. 
Proof. Since His not a cointerval graph, at least two cointerval spanning subgraphs 
of 6 are necessary to cover the edges of H. Since de(H, e) 12, any edge in H 
together with e generates a 2K, subgraph. Therefore no cointerval spanning 
subgraph of G covering an edge of H can contain e. Hence at least 3 cointerval 
spanning subgraphs of G are required to edge cover G. 0 
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We shall continue to exploit Theorem 3 to obtain upper bounds on b(G). The next 
result is a new and much simpler proof of a theorem due to Roberts [ 181 and recently 
rediscovered by Wittenshausen [24]. 
Corollary 3.7. (Roberts [lg]). If G is a graph on n vertices, then b(G)< L+zJ. 
Proof. If E(G) =0, then G is a complete graph, and so b(G)5 L+rj. Otherwise, 
choose an edge (x1, yl) EE(G). Let Cr be the (x,-y,) ant of 6. If V= (C,} covers 
the edges of G, then by Lemma 2, b(G) = 1 I L+nJ. If not, choose an edge (x2, y2) 
not covered by Cr and let C, be the (x2-y2) ant. Note that xl, yl, x2, y2 are distinct 
so IV(G)lr4. If %‘=={C,,C,} covers the edges of G, then b(G)121 L+rl. If not, 
continue this procedure until obtaining a collection of I ants, V = (C,, C2, . . . , Cl), 
using edges {x,, yr}, {x2, y2}, . . . , {xi, y,}, with xl, yl, x2, y2, . . . , XI, YI all distinct and 
V covering the edges of 6. Since ant is a cointerval spanning subgraph of 
6, b(G) zz I= 21/2 5 L+zj. 0 
Define t(G) to be the smallest number of edges of G which are incident to all 
edges of G, and t(G) to be 0 if G has no edges. 
Corollary 3.8. For any graph G, b(G)5 t(d). 
Proof. If G has no edges, then clearly b(G)= t(c) =O. If G has an edge, let 
({X,,YI>,(X2,Y2>,..., (x,, yp)) be a minimum collection of edges of G incident to 
all edges of 6. Then pz 1 and t(G) =p. Let V be the collection of (Xi-y;) ants. 
Then since every edge of d is incident to some {x,, yi}, i = 1,2, . . . , p, every edge of 
G is in some (x,-y;) ant. Therefore 5-Z is an edge covering of G with t(G) cointerval 
graphs. q 
Define t’(G) to be the smallest number of edges of G which are incident to all 
vertices of G other than isolated vertices; if every vertex of G is isolated, take 
C’(G) = 0. The next result will be useful in the proof of Theorem 6 below. (In this 
theorem, G-K denotes the complement of G-K.) 
Corollary 3.9. 1f G is a graph and K is any complete subgraph of G, then b(G)5 
t’(G-K)+i(G-K), where i(G- K) is the number of isolated vertices in G-K 
which are not isolated in G. 
Proof. If some vertex of G-K is not isolated, let ({XI, yi>, (x2, y2), . . . , {xp, y,)) 
be a minimum coilection of edges of G -K which are incident to all vertices of G -K 
other than isolated vertices, and let T= { 1,2, . . . , p} . Note that p 2 1. If every vertex 
of G-K is isolated, let T= 0. In d each edge is either in G-K or connects vertices 
of R (an independent set) to vertices of G-K. Let Ci be the (Xi-yi) ant of 6. NOW 
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let {ur,u*,..., UicrK,) be the set of vertices isolated in G-K but not in G, and let 
Dj be the spanning subgraph of d consisting of all edges incident to Uj, and the 
remaining vertices of G as isolated vertices. Then Dj is a cointerval graph for each 
j. To see this, simply use the interval order that orients each edge of Dj into Uj. Let 
%?=(CiIiET}U{DjIj=l,2,...,i(G-K)}. 
Then each edge of d is contained in either Ci or Dj for some i or j, since every 
edge in G-K is in some Cj and every edge between G-K and R has an endpoint 
xi or yi if its endpoint in G-K is not isolated in G-K, and has an endpoint Uj if 
its endpoint is isolated in G-K. Therefore V is a collection of cointerval spanning 
subgraphs of G that cover the edges of G, and %’ has cardinality t’(G- K) + 
i(G-K). Hence b(G)st’(G-K)+i(G-K). Cl 
6. 
. . . , a*} and S2 = (b,, b2, . . . , bP > , and suppose the 
only edges between S, and S2 in d are the edges { ai, bi}, i = 1,2, . . . , p. If p 12n - 1, 
then b(G) 2 n. 
Proof. Note that G has an edge, so b(G) 2 1. Suppose b(G) = kin - 1. Then since 
kr 1, Corollary 3.2 implies that there exist k interval orders R,, R2, . . . , Rk defined 
on V(G) such that eq. (3) holds. Let T= {{ai, bt} 1 i= 1,2, . . . ,2n - l}. At least three 
edges of T must be oriented by one interval order since (2n - l)/(n - 1)>2. 
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Without loss of generality assume that R, 
alRIb . Since RI is an interval order there must exist an edge in G between 
{at,&} and {q,,&}. Since {at,b2}$E(G) and {a2,b,}$E(G), neither edge is 
oriented by R,. Therefore (ai, az} EE(G) or (b,, b2} E&G”). Hence alRla2 or 
a2Rlal or blRlb2 or bZRlb,. Transitivity of R, rules out azRlal and blR1b2. It is 
now easy to see, again using transitivity of RI, and the fact that R, orients {a2, bz}, 
that either a,R,a, or bzRlbl implies b2R,a2. Similarly, one argues that since 
b2R,a2 holds, a3R,b3 must hold (as shown in Fig. 2). But now alRIb and a3R,b3 
implies alRIb or a3R,b,, yet neither {a,,b3}EE(d) nor {a3,bl)EE(G), a con- 
tradiction. We conclude that b(G)> n - 1, or b(G)?n. q 
bl b2 b 3 
Fig. 2. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let D, be the graph whose complement is KzR_, with a 
pendant edge added at each vertex. Part (ii) of Theorem 4 shows that d;, is a split 
graph. Hence, D, is. We shall show that for nl 1, b(D,,)zn. d, has vertices 
S1=(al,a2,...,a2n_1} in Kzn_i and S2={6,,b2,...rb2n_l}r vertices of degree one 
with {a;, bi} the corresponding pendant edge. The only edges between S, and S, are 
{ai, bi} . Therefore by Lemma 3, b(D,,) 1 n. q 
In fact, it is easy to see that b(D,) = n for D, as defined in the proof of Theorem 
5. To show that b(D,,)~n, let Ci be the (azi_ I-azi) ant of d,, i= 1,2, . . . , n - 1, and 
let C, be the (azn _2-a2, _ , ) ant. Then %’ = (C, , C,, . . . , C, > is a collection of cointer- 
val spanning subgraphs of D, which cover the edges of d,. Therefore b(D,)rn. 
Hence b(D,) = n. 
Now, let us find bounds on the boxicity of split graphs in general. 
Theorem 6. Let G be a split graph with vertex partition V(G) = KU S, K a clique, 
and S an independent set. Then provided KfO, b(G)Imin(r9IKIl, [+iSll}. 
Proof. The case IS I = 1 is trivial, so we assume ISI > 1. Since G -K is an independ- 
ent set, G-K is a complete graph, and since /S I > 1, there are no isolated vertices 
in G-K. Therefore, using Corollary 3.9, b(G)5 t’(G- K). Label the vertices of 
G-K as {x1,x2,..., xp}. Then consider the edges {xi, x2}, (x3, x4}, . . . , (xp_ 1, xp} if 
p is even and the edges {xt,~~}, {xs, x4}, . . . , {x~_~,x~- 1}, {xp-l,xp} if p is odd. 
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The edges are incident to all vertices of G-K. Therefore b(G)<t’(G -K)r 
r34 = rim 1. 
SinceK#O, IKirl.IncaseIKI=lorIKI=2,Gisanintervalgraph.Toseethis, 
consider the case IKI = 2 and suppose K= (a, b>. A family of real intervals with 





--_ a --- 
vertices 
adlacent 








a nor b 
Fig. 3. 
In general, suppose K = { ul, u2, . . . . uIRI}, IKl>2. LetQ,i=l,2 ,..., L+lKIJ, be 
defined as follows: V(Di)= V(d) less vertices Vj+v 21 1, vzi, E(DJ consists of E(g) ._
together with a11 edges of G joining vzi_ I or u2i to a vertex of S. Now Di is a split 
graph with independent set S and clique { uzi_, , Use}. Since this clique has cardinality 
2, by what we have just observed, Bj is an interval graph, and Di is cointerval. Let 
Cj be the spanning subgraph of d obtained by adding all Uj # vzi_ 1, u2; as isolated 
vertices. Then Ci is a cointerval graph spanning subgraph of 6. If IKI is even, 
GC2,.4L!KJ/2J~ is a covering of the edges of d by /_+ I K I j = r+ jK 11 cointer- 
val graph spanning subgraphs, since each edge of G is either incident to some uj or 
is an edge of 9. We conclude that b(G) 5 r+ 1 K j 1. If IK 1 is odd, let p = r+ IK 11 and 
define DP as follows: V(D,) = V(6) less vertices Uj # ulKl, E(D,) consists of E(g) to- 
gether with all edges of G joining ~1~1 to a vertex of S. Then DP is a split graph 
with independent set S and clique {veil} of cardinality 1. By repeating the above 
reasoning, if C, is DP plus vertices Fj# ~1~1 as isolated vertices, then CP is a coin- 
terval graph spanning subgraph of G. Moreover, in this case, {C,, C,, . . . , CriKl,21} 
is a covering of the edges of G by r+ I K I 1 cointerval graph spanning subgraphs, so 
b(G)(r+(K(l. 0 
Corollary 6.1. If G is a split graph on n vertices, then b(G)< [in]. 
Proof. If G is a split graph, with vertex partition KU S, then n = I V(G) I = I K I + 1 S I . 
Thus min{r~IKI1,r31SI1)‘ranl. 
The graphs 0, described in the proof of Theorem 6 show that the bounds 
obtained in the theorem and in Corollary 6.1 are best possible. 
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If G is a graph, let o(G) be the size of a largest independent set of vertices and 
o(G) be the size of a largest clique. 
Theorem 7 (Hammer and Simeone [ 1 l])*. If G is a split graph with vertex partition 
V(G) = KU S, K a clique and S an independent set, then one of the following holds: 
(i) lSj=cr(G) and IKI =w(G), 
(ii) JSI=cr(G) and )K)=o(G)- 1, 
(iii) ISI =a(G)- 1 and lKI=o(G). 
Hammer and Simeone [I l] point out that if G is a split graph, then so is every 
other graph with the same degree sequence. Furthermore, they show that if 
m = max{i 1 d;? i- l}, then any graph with degree sequence d, 2 d2 z... 2 d, is a 
split graph if and only if 
i1 di=Mm-l)+,=$+l& (4) 
and when this is the case o(G) = m. 
We have the following simple corollaries. 
Corollary 7.1. If G is a split graph with degree sequence of G =d, zd2k ... rd,, 
andm=max{iIdiri-l}, then b(G)Ir3ml. 
Corollary 7.2. If G is a split graph, then b(G)<min{ r+cr(G)l, [to(G)]}. 
Corollary 7.3. If G is a graph with degree sequence of G = dl 2 d2z ... >d,,, 
m = max{ i 1 di 2 i - l}, and (4) holds, then b(G) I min{ rtrnl, ri(n - m + 1>1}. 
For a graph G where m and di are defined as before, let 
S(G)=! m(m-l)- f di+ i 
[ 
di . 
i=l l=m+l I 
Hammer and Simeone [l l] also show that (s(G) 1 is the minimum number of edges 
that must be added (if s(G) > 0) or subtracted (if s(G) < 0) from G to make G into 
a split graph. This number s(G), they call the splittance of G. If s(G) = 0, then G 
is a split graph. 
Corollary 7.4. If s(G) L 0, then b(G) 5 min{ r+(o(G) + s(G)1 , r+a(G)j > + s(G). 
* For proofs of most of the results of Hammer and Simeone and other facts about split graphs, see 
Golumbic [lo]. 
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